CEEF-Leadership Development Program
Tubman Boulevard, Congo Town,

Email: info@ceefmru.org , Tel. 231775133004, 0886680980/ 07701716808.
Background:
As a Foundation we believe that while education is a human right, professional skills acquisition is a necessary choice for individuals with a sense
of purpose and a necessary asset for democracies which prioritize human capital as a critical resource that delivers good governance and build
the momentum for citizens’ relevant political and economic participation if sustainable national development and nation building is to be
achieved.
It should obvious by now that at the center of factors accounting for Africa’s underdevelopment is the lack of leadership and management. And
until the capacity is built to bridge the gaps the fiercest fallows will continue to hold the grounds; resisting required innovations and creativity..
These Programs are tailored to attend to the immediate and long term outcomes of the UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) since it serves
as a global platform for strategic leadership and result based management. The Programs represent CEEF’s commitment to providing a
consolidated intellectual dais for emerging state actors and potential capitalists to consciously respond to the urgency of the African
renaissance and to take the courage and the solidarity of actions required to redefine the purpose of the African state and the contents of public
policy that account for democratic governance in terms of the space, duties and privileges of citizens’ participation. You are invited.
We run two major programs as follows:
I.
Seminar: A Short-term Certificate Professional Training Program.
This is a Five-Day Certificate Level Training (CLT) Program designed to cater to people in leadership and management positions who desire to
remain current on their career paths and add value to performance skills. At this level, the emphasis is on:

II.

1. Strategic Leadership
2. Sustainable Development Management, and
3. International Economic Relations Work Readiness.
Leader-Manager Development Program

This Professional Training Program (PTP) is designed to help young university and vocational school graduates develop professional skills and
work readiness character; and the goal is to produce skillful and innovative managers and leaders that meet the demand for effective, efficient
organizational management and people leadership.
It is a Six-Month Diploma Level Training (DLT) focused in two areas of studies which includes:.
1. Leadership in Management with emphases on Leadership, Sustainable Development Management, International Relations and
Diplomacy; and
2. Leadership in Social Work with emphases on Leadership, Community development and Pogram Management.

Note:

We are recommencing sessions shortly. But due to the COVI-19 health protocols, only ten (10) applicants will be
accepted per session. Interested persons and institutions can send to us a request for the information package
through Email (info@ceefmru.org or visit our website http://.www.ceefmru.org

Motto: Engendering community empowerment for sustainable development

